UiTM Vice-Chancellor launches book

KOTA SAMARAHAN: University Technology Mara (UiTM) Vice-Chancellor (VC) Tan Sri Prof Dr Sahol Hamid Abu Bakar will not be where he is today had it not been for his hard work and perseverance.

His rise to academic success was not a bed of roses. Rather, it was fraught with poverty and deprivation. In the end, true grit and determination won the day for the man. He became an intellectual, academician and an engineer.

Today, Sahol Hamid can rightly echo the sentiments of the legendary American crooner Frank Sinatra and say, “I did it my way”.

Yesterday morning, he launched a bio-novella which he authored, depicting his beginnings, right up to when he was appointed UiTM VC.

The book, ‘Mencorak Destini’ (Charting Destiny) is priced at RM50. - Bernama